Abstract -Computer aided diagnosis in the medical image domain requires adaptive knowledge-based models to handle uncertainty, ambiguity, and noise. We propose an expert guided coupled dual ellipse model in a coarse to fine energy minimization framework. In our approach we enforce subspace model constraints by fusing domain knowledge and model information to guide the segmentation process on the fly. We apply our method to the task of retinal Stargardt segmentation a disease that manifests itself in a ring like structure around the macula. Quantitative evaluations on synthetic and real data sets show the performance of our framework. Experimental results demonstrate that our framework performance well with an area under the ROC curve of 0.93.
I. INTRODUCTION
DAPTIVE models for medical image segmentation are crucial in computer aided diagnostic processes. Especially, when modeling disease structures in image space high variability, artifacts, and noise affect image quality and introduce data ambiguity making robust segmentation an ill-posed problem. Research in recent years has led to the integration of prior knowledge in form of statistically learned shape constraints that are combined as a weighting term within a joint optimization problem [3] . Solutions are then found between the observation and the shape prior, modeled as a subspace constraint. However, there are real world scenarios where expert a priori information is very expensive [1] . Often, the availability of a priori expert knowledge is sparse and the learning process of a shape distribution very time consuming. The number of datasets for learning a shape distribution can be limited narrowing down the scope of the knowledge domain required to perform shape inference. Either one has to carefully select the a priori database to fully describe the shape distribution or a very large database of clustered a priori information needs to be at hand. Up to this point these databases are slowly becoming available for generic objects and imaging contexts [2, 5] , but for now are not available yet in our application domain of retinal image analysis leading us to an alternative approach to integrate and model a priori expert knowledge adaptively just in time.
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In this paper we propose a coarse to fine segmentation approach using an expert guided dual ellipse model within an energy minimization framework. Instead of learning a shape distribution offline we use a coupled dual ellipse model that is guided by minimal expert intervention to model subspace constraints on the fly. We employ a coarse to fine strategy, where we fuse expert knowledge and model information at the coarse level, building a subspace constraint to guide the minimization process at the detail level. To make this process user friendly we limit the amount of expert intervention to the most efficient and convenient way. We justify our approach by assuming the fact that a complete automatic approach requires post-refinement tasks that come out to be the same if not more labor intensive than minimal expert intervention beforehand. Our contribution lies in the novel application of our framework together with the following key components: i) the dual ellipse model is implicitly smooth and thus able to handle occlusion and data ambiguities due to artifacts, ii) our model allows an easy way of combining expert a priori knowledge and model information due to its simple parametric representation, iii) by performing direct region-based energy minimization we do not perform least square fitting onto pre-processed data saving us pre-processing time and allowing us to segment objects with no clear boundaries, iv) an inverse coupling constraint of the inner and outer contour enables efficient minimization avoiding local minima and faster convergence, v) a symmetry and geometric constraint ensures a fixed ring topology, and lastly vi) no offline shape learning is required since we build an approximate subspace constraint on the fly that is then used as a shape prior for guided fine detail segmentation. Our framework integrates expert knowledge, prior model information, and image data into the decision process. We show a novel application of this framework to the task of Stargardt ring segmentation a difficult task on its own due to high variability of disease appearance. As shown in figure 1 Stargardt rings manifest itself in a bright ring like structure around the macula.
The paper is organized as follows. In section II) we outline our coarse to fine minimization framework in more detail providing the cost functional that drive our framework. Section A) describes the coupled dual ellipse model. Section B) and C) presents the minimization framework at the coarse and fine level step. Experimental results are shown in section III. where subscripts the inner and outer ellipse contour. The model is flexible in a sense that the expert is able to partially provide model information within the parameter space . We have chosen the topology of a closed ring comprised of two parametric ellipse contours because they best represent the structure to be segmented with high degree of freedom yet constraint in the space of elliptical shapes. The dual model has the constraint that . To further constrain the parameter space to a valid ring topology we enforce an area overlapping constraint such that (2.1.2) where equation 2.1.2 enforces the symmetric difference of and to be empty so that is always within .
Coarse to Fine Segmentation of Stargardt Rings using an Expert Guided Dual Ellipse Model
We dynamically change the ring to various forms of donut like shapes to fit an approximate ring structure to the image.
B. Coarse Level Model Minimization
The parameter space for the inner and outer ellipse evolves independently since coupling is achieved through equation 2.1.2. The two ellipses and are initialized within and outside the object of interest to enclose the ring structure. We evolve the inner and outer ellipse towards each other by minimizing for the ring area (2.2.1)
To attract the ring contours towards the desired object we minimize the following energy functional in the space of two competing ellipses with respect to three driving forces
Here denote the respective intensity means of each region in the model. Due to the implicit representation of the ellipse we drop an explicit smoothness constraint. The driving force comes from the data term minimizing the within class variance of the intensity distribution estimated by the expert and the area term acting as a deflating force. The shape term in equation 2.2.3 keeps the topology to a closed ring. Optionally, we introduce model flexibility by letting the expert choose model initialization constraints for the inner and outer ellipse contour. In the current setting the expert defines two seed points to inject an approximate ring location and an upper bound of the initial outer ring contour.
C. Fine Level Model Minimization
The level set framework introduced by Osher and Sethian [9] provides a mean to implicitly propagate a boundary by evolving a higher dimensional embedding function , where:
As outlined in [3] , this representation is suitable in the context of shape learning and shape inference. No point correspondences need to be computed in order to perform shape matching. To model the fine detail level we transform the coarse level subspace constraint outlines in A) into an implicit representation suitable for shape matching to constrain the fine detail model. In the context of the joint minimization problem in equation 2.1 the subspace constraint is borrowed invisibly from the first minimization term through a transformation step from a parametric contour to a higher dimensional embedding function. For the fine level model we minimize an energy functional composed of a data term and the expert guided shape constraint from B)
Here we keep as the mean value within the intensity mean of the subspace constraint and its background mean.
The shape term models a shape distance in the sense weighted by a normalizing term. In our framework there is no need for shape prior alignment as required when using an independently trained shape prior distribution. The expert provides for this knowledge through minimal user intervention. The Euler-Lagrange equation for this functional can be implemented with the following gradient descent evolution [3] (2.3.4)
We follow [3] to normalize with respect to the interior of during the evolution by a factor of (2.3.5)
III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
We evaluate our method on synthetic datasets and on 10 real datasets to measure noise sensitivity ( fig. 2) and the ROC performance. The expert provides two seed points within an approximate center of the ring and anywhere outside the ring to enclose the object of interest. All images have a resolution of 128x128 pixels. For all test cases we used , and as defined in [10] . The coupled dual ellipse model usually converged within 50 iterations for far away initialization and less for expert bounded model initializations. We measure the performance of the coarse and fine segmentation step and obtain the following ROC statistics for the synthetic dataset and the retinal Stargardt test cases. When observing the value the performance of the coarse and the fine segmentation results are comparable with a slightly better performance of the fine segmentation of 0.027. Similar performance can be observed for the synthetic noise dataset. For the real data experiment the coarse results show slightly higher variations of the mean sensitivity and specificity. The following plot gives a visual comparison of the two steps. The red curve denotes the shape prior result and the greed curve the final segmentation result. ROC statistics were computed from ground truth expert drawings on a pixel by pixel basis. IV. RELATED WORK Coarse to fine approaches for segmentation tasks are not a new concept and various works present decent results [8, 11] . The conceptual idea of a scale-space segmentation approach was first proposed by Witkin et al. [4] and dates back to 1983. Closely related to our approach are works from Gunn et al. and Zhu et al. [6, 7] who propose a dual active contour model to avoid local minima in the minimization process. Introducing shape knowledge into the level set framework was pioneered by Cremers et al. [3] and Rousson et al., however their approach require a learned shape distribution from a priori knowledge. Our work is within the spirit of these ideas yet distinguishes itself by an approach that fuses the idea of coarse to fine minimization with the joint integration of a priori knowledge and model information using an expert guided dual ellipse model. Our approach alleviates the task of learning a shape distribution in scenarios where offline learning is expensive.
V. CONCLUSION
We have presented a coarse to fine minimization framework using a coupled dual ellipse model to form a subspace constraint that is used as a shape prior for fine model refinement. Our experiments show promising results. Future work is devoted towards extension of our framework to deal with other ring like disease phenotypes.
